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Alliance Formation in a Side-Taking Experiment

Peter DeScioli∗ and Erik O. Kimbrough†

Abstract

We investigate in an economic experiment how people choose sides in disputes. In an eight-
player side-taking game, two disputants at a time fight over an indivisible resource and
other group members choose sides. The player with more supporters wins the resource,
which is worth real money. Conflicts occur spontaneously between any two individuals in
the group. Players choose sides by ranking their loyalties to everyone else in the group, and
they automatically support the disputant they ranked higher. We manipulate participants’
information about other players’ loyalties and also their ability to communicate with public
chat messages. We find that participants spontaneously and quickly formed alliances, and
more information about loyalties caused more alliance-building. Without communication,
we observe little evidence of bandwagon or egalitarian strategies, but with communication,
some groups invented rank rotation schemes to equalize payoffs while choosing the same side
to avoid fighting costs.
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INTRODUCTION

Choosing sides is a common predicament at every scale of social and political
life. People choose sides in conflicts between friends (DeScioli and Kurzban 2009),
colleagues choose sides in conflicts at the workplace (Kaukiainen et al. 2001), voters
choose sides in elections (Huddy 2013), legislators choose sides on new bills (Fowler
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54 Choosing Sides

2006), jurors choose sides in trials (Devine et al. 2001), and nations choose sides
in international conflicts (Snyder 1997; Walt 1987). People face difficult tradeoffs
when deciding which side, if any, to support in disputes, especially when bound
by prior loyalties and obligations. Here we investigate the strategies people use to
choose sides. We report an economic experiment that recreates incentive structures
that occur in side-taking problems. We test for alliance, bandwagon, and egalitarian
strategies in different information and communication treatments.

Conflicts arise not only from people’s malicious intentions but also from external
circumstances outside of their control. Many conflicts ultimately stem from limited
resources, such as food, shelter, territory, money, or status. As a result, conflicts can
erupt unexpectedly and not only between enemies but also between close friends
and within tightknit groups (Richardson 2014). For instance, an economic crisis
could force two legislators, usually close associates, into stark opposition over the
government’s spending priorities. When conflicts occur within a group, the problem
of choosing sides is most acute. If two disputants are in the same social network,
then they are likely to call on the same people for support, putting those bystanders
in a bind. At this point, a bystander is pressed to choose between their divided
loyalties to each side. This choice will reveal the strengths of their loyalties, and
hence could alter their enduring relationship with each disputant.

We design a side-taking game to extend previous models of fighting1 to include
bystanders who choose sides. The game focuses on the bystanders’ perspective.
In a group of players, fights occur between two players who are randomly and
unexpectedly matched to compete for a resource. The remaining players are
bystanders who choose sides in the conflict. A player chooses sides based on their
divided loyalties to the other players, which the player assigns before a conflict
occurs. A player’s loyalties consist of a ranking of all other players, such that
the player supports the fighter to whom they have greater loyalty. This ranking
succinctly represents a player’s divided loyalties to others. After bystanders choose
sides based on their loyalties, the fighter who receives more supporters wins the
resource, V, which is acquired with a costless threat display from their larger
coalition of supporters to the smaller opposing coalition. If a tie occurs, then the
fight escalates and all players pay the fighting cost, C, which represents when neither
side backs down and the conflict escalates (discussed further below). This basic
stage game is repeated such that all players simultaneously choose their loyalty
rankings, then players observe conflicts and other players’ side-taking (with full
information, players observe everyone’s loyalty rankings), then payoffs are resolved
accordingly, and then the process repeats.

Importantly, the resource V is indivisible, as in previous models of fighting, and
is not shared with the winner’s supporters. This absence of direct compensation

1These models of fighting include the hawk-dove game, war of attrition, lottery contest, and all-pay
auction (Dechenaux et al. 2014; Hammerstein and Parker 1982; Konrad 2009; Maynard Smith 1982;
Vojnović 2016).
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is a defining feature of the bystander role and contrasts with models in which a
coalition’s winnings are shared (Mesterson-Gibbons et al. 2011; Murnighan 1978;
Ray 2007; Riker 1962). When winnings are easily divisible and transferrable, players
typically seek the smallest winning coalition to maximize their own portion of the
spoils (Riker 1962). However, the stakes of many conflicts are not readily divisible,
and when a disputant does not divide the winnings, they tend to prefer as many
supporters as possible. For instance, presidential candidates, lawmakers, political
activists, and invaded nations often prefer maximum numbers of supporters. Last,
indivisible stakes create an asymmetry between the roles of fighter and bystander in
which the bystander’s main problem is not capturing a portion of the winnings but
instead managing their fighting costs and ongoing relationships to each side.

Another key feature of the game is that the fighting cost C occurs when there is
a tie, with equal numbers of supporters on each side. This represents situations in
which fighting is prone to escalate when the opponents are evenly matched, which
is commonly observed across many different forms of conflict (Arnott and Elwood
2009; Cooney 1998, 2003; Dechenaux et al. 2014). In these cases, a threat from one
side is not sufficient to deter the opponent, since it is unclear who is more likely to
prevail in a protracted contest. Similarly, in a legislative context, evenly matched
coalitions can become mired in gridlock, forcing everyone to accept the lower
payoffs of the status quo because a majority cannot agree on a proposal (Baron
and Ferejohn 1989). More generally, the costs of fighting—including injuries,
expenditures, delays, casualties, damaged reputations, etc.—are critically important
to everyone involved in a conflict. Hence, when ties are costly, bystanders may
attempt to avoid disagreements and deadlock by finding some common basis by
which to coordinate their side-taking choices, such as following a leader or a legal
convention (e.g., DeScioli and Kurzban 2013; McAdams 2008; Van Vugt 2006).

From a game theory perspective, the side-taking game does not have a dominant
strategy or unique equilibrium (Kimbrough and DeScioli 2018). The game is
unusual in that a player’s choices (rankings of loyalty) have no direct effect on
their own success in conflicts; rather, a player’s loyalties only directly affect whether
other players win rewards. Hence, in a one-shot version of the game, a player is
indifferent over their loyalties and any combination of loyalties in the group is a
Nash equilibrium (for the moment, we hold aside fighting costs, which we return
to below). However, in a repeated game, players may be able to apply contingent
trigger strategies (Fudenberg and Tirole 1991) that allow them to use their own
loyalties to indirectly influence others’ loyalties toward them (we have not yet
modeled this possibility but view it as an important direction for future research).

In previous work, we formally modeled a version of the side-taking game that
was analytically simpler, without fighting costs and where victory was probabilistic
(rather than deterministic) in proportion to the number of supporters on each side
(Kimbrough and DeScioli 2018). Most relevant, players could make loyalty pacts
in which two players simultaneously increase their loyalties toward each other. In
this case, two players can potentially improve their winnings by ranking each other
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56 Choosing Sides

higher, at the expense of the other group members who are demoted in loyalty.
When players can form loyalty pacts, they have an incentive to form alliances
because both players can gain greater support for future disputes with other players
in the group. In this model, we found that players’ loyalties are unstable because
there are always individuals who can form new advantageous loyalty pacts at the
expense of other players, leading to a perpetual cycling of loyalties.2

Then to examine the stability of alliances, we turned to a computational model
in which players sequentially choose their loyalties by using side-taking heuristics.
We examined an alliance-formation heuristic in which each player ranked the other
players according to how those players ranked them. When the players applied this
heuristic in an unlimited sequence of turns, the group consistently converged to a
stable structure of loyalties, such that continued application of the alliance heuristic
led to no further changes to players’ loyalties. Moreover, across repeated iterations,
these stable alliance structures shared a common characteristic: For a fight between
a given pair of opponents in the group, the players’ loyalties led to close to the same
number of supporters on each side (and more equal than for random loyalties).
Hence, the simulation suggests that alliance formation can lead to stable loyalties,
which in turn lead to groups where conflicts are more evenly matched.

When we add fighting costs to the side-taking game, it becomes partly a
coordination game in which players should try to choose their loyalties to avoid
costly ties. The previous side-taking models did not directly examine fighting
costs. When ties are costly, players should try to avoid choosing loyalties that
will divide supporters evenly in disputes. As in any coordination game (Schelling
1960), there are multiple possible solutions for avoiding ties, and a player’s best
tactic depends on how other players choose their loyalties. Generally, players can
solve coordination games if everyone conditions their choices on the same public
signal, creating a correlated equilibrium (Aumann 1974), such as driving through
a green light and stopping for a red light. For choosing sides in conflicts, people
could potentially use a variety of public signals: They could side with (or against)
the fighter with more success in previous fights, side with the fighter with more
supporters, follow the group’s status hierarchy, follow a leader’s decision, follow a
randomizing device like a coin flip, follow legal conventions or moral rules, and so
on. If most players in the group collectively apply any one of these strategies, then
they can align their side-taking decisions to avoid costly ties.

These considerations point to a basic tension when people choose sides.
Individuals form alliances in order to recruit supporters for their conflicts. However,
when everyone pursues their own alliances, the structure of loyalties in the group
tends to make costly ties more likely, creating a coordination problem. Therefore,
individuals might instead choose to break from their alliances in order to pursue

2Because victory was probabilistic in the model, this result does not directly apply to the game in the
present experiment (where victory is deterministic), though the model generally illustrates why alliances
can be appealing.
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a coordination tactic like choosing sides based on the fighters’ previous success or
the status hierarchy. But of course, this will work only if other players do the same,
and it comes at the potential cost of losing one’s own supporters. Hence, individuals
face a difficult tradeoff between pursuing their own alliances versus pursuing group-
wide conventions to avoid costly collisions between factions.

Based on this basic tradeoff and multiple social science literatures about side-
taking in conflict, we focus on three possible strategies for choosing sides in the
present experiment. The first decision rule is an alliance strategy in which an
individual assigns greater loyalty to those who are more loyal to them (i.e., more
likely to support them in disputes). For instance, two individuals can improve their
power by forming an alliance in which they side with each other, instead of choosing
sides based on other factors such as popularity, status, or moral rules. Alliance
formation is observed in many social contexts from close relationships to national
politics to international relations (Cooney 1998, 2003; DeScioli and Kurzban
2009; Snyder 1984, 1997). For example, previous research on close friendships
found strong correlations between participants’ rankings of close friends and their
perceptions of friends’ ranks of them. Similar findings were obtained by analyzing
millions of ranked friendships on the social network MySpace (DeScioli et al.
2011). As we mentioned, individuals who build alliances are prone to split into
evenly matched sides in conflicts because each player supports their own loyal
supporters, which tend to differ from other players’ loyal supporters since loyalties
are intrinsically relative and limited (DeScioli and Kurzban 2009, 2013).

The second decision rule is a bandwagon strategy in which an individual assigns
greater loyalty to those who receive greater loyalty from others. This essentially
means giving greater loyalty and support to the more popular, influential, or
powerful people. Bandwagoning is found in various forms across a wide range of
conflicts from interpersonal to international (Feldman 2003; Snyder 1997; Van Vugt
2006; Walt 1987). It is closely related to hierarchical authority relationships found
across cultures in which individuals support higher status against lower status
individuals in conflicts (Fiske 1992). People can potentially bandwagon based on
a number of different dimensions of power, including individuals’ fighting abilities,
numbers of supporters, institutional roles, etc. In the present experiment, we
examine bandwagoning in the specific form of giving greater loyalty to those who
have received greater loyalty from others. When used collectively, a bandwagoning
group can achieve consensus and avoid the costs of disagreement, gridlock, and
escalated fighting—thus solving coordination problems (Van Vugt 2006). However,
bandwagoning leads to unequal payoffs, which gives disadvantaged players an
incentive to form alliances to challenge the hierarchy.

The third decision rule is an egalitarian strategy in which individuals assign
greater loyalty to those who have less power and support, which is essentially the
opposite of the bandwagon strategy. The egalitarian strategy too is found in a
variety of human conflicts (Boehm 1999; Walt 1987, Waltz 1979). For instance,
Boehm (1999) reviews ethnographic evidence that many human societies exhibit
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58 Choosing Sides

anti-hierarchical behavior in which individuals suppress status-striving in others by
opposing high-status individuals. Similarly, scholars in international relations find
that weaker nations often align to oppose powerful nations to balance power or
threats (Walt 1987, Waltz 1979). When pursued collectively, an egalitarian strategy,
like bandwagoning, can also potentially allow bystanders to agree on which side to
support (the weaker side), and hence to avoid costly gridlock. (Although it could be
difficult to implement because it requires constant shifting of loyalties as individuals
alternate as winners and losers.)

Despite previous observations and theories, it is unknown whether people
spontaneously apply any or all of these strategies when confronted with a real
problem of choosing sides. We use an economic game with monetary payoffs to
present participants with the problem of choosing sides. The game is deliberately
simplified to include only the most essential elements of a side-taking problem: Two
players dispute over a resource, other players choose sides, and this process repeats.
By using a minimal social environment, we can investigate what strategies, if any,
people use to choose sides, while excluding potentially confounding complexities,
such as identities, relationships, entitlements, and histories. We test for the minimal
conditions under which people exhibit bandwagon, egalitarian, and alliance
behaviors. This approach is analogous to previous psychological research on the
minimal conditions required for the perception of agency (Heider and Simmel
1944), group identity (Tajfel and Turner 1979), cooperation (Axelrod 1984), or
respect for property (DeScioli and Wilson 2011).

Moreover, in a 2 × 2 between-subject design, we vary players’ information about
loyalties and public communication. First, we manipulate whether participants
have only partial information about others’ loyalties, which is revealed by how
they actually chose sides in fights and is displayed in the fight history (partial
information treatment), or full information about loyalties, which is shown as
an additional table of all players’ ranked loyalties toward everyone else from the
previous period (full information treatment). This allows us to test how people use
better information about loyalties when they have it, namely whether they use this
information to better pursue bandwagon, egalitarian, or alliance strategies. Second,
we manipulate whether participants can engage in public communication by
sending chat messages to the group. This allows us to examine whether participants
use communication to facilitate particular side-taking strategies.

METHODS

Participants and Procedure

We recruited 200 participants (47% female, age: M = 22, SD = 5 years) for
experimental sessions (75 min). Participants entered the lab and were seated at
private computer terminals. They read the instructions (Appendix A) on the
computer and also had a paper copy. Participants had to correctly answer two
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comprehension questions to proceed. Participants played the side-taking game for
20 periods. They started with a $5.00 endowment and their earnings could increase
or decrease each period depending on the outcomes of conflicts. After the game,
participants were paid their earnings (M = $18.44, SD = $5.12). The experiment
software was programmed in z-Tree (Fischbacher 2007).

Game Design and Measures

We designed an eight-player side-taking game to observe how participants choose
sides in other people’s disputes. The game is played anonymously on a computer
network. The instructions described the game to participants with language that
fits the theme of choosing sides in conflicts such as “disputes,” “rankings,” “fighting
cost,” “support,” and “oppose.” (See Appendix A for full instructions.)

There are eight players labeled with letters A through H. Two players at a time are
randomly chosen to dispute over a resource with a cash value ($1.50). The other six
players are bystanders who choose sides, and the disputant with more supporters
wins the resource. (The supporters do not earn money in other players’ disputes.)
When the dispute is lopsided (7 vs. 1, 6 vs. 2, or 5 vs. 3), the fight is settled with
a costless threat display, and no one pays a fighting cost. If a tie occurs (4 vs. 4),
then the winner is determined randomly, the dispute escalates, and all players (both
fighters and supporters) pay a fighting cost, which is set to $0.10.3

Participants choose sides by ranking their loyalties to the other players. In the
decision stage, players simultaneously rank their loyalties to the other seven players
highest to lowest from 1st to 7th. When a fight occurs, bystanders automatically
side with the player they ranked higher in the previous decision stage. In the fighting
stage, there is a series of four disputes between randomly paired opponents, such
that each player fights once per period and is a bystander in the other three fights.
Participants see each fight presented on their screen for 15 sec; everyone sees which
two players disputed and which players supported each side. Participants also see
a cumulative history showing the fighters and supporters for all past fights in a list
with a scrollbar. The fight history remains on the screen permanently and is also
available in the decision stage. After the fights, participants return to the decision
stage to repeat the process.

The decision stage (90 sec) and fight stage (60 sec) repeat for a total of 20 periods.
Prior to the first period, there is an initial fighting stage in which participants’
loyalty rankings are assigned arbitrarily by the experimenter and there are four
fights. This is designed to begin the fight history prior to participants’ ranking
decisions. We use a repeated game with feedback about loyalties each period in

3We set the fighting cost to be relatively small compared to the prize to make it a moderate concern.
It is possible that participants perceived this cost to be a weak incentive to avoid escalation. However,
we note that the total social cost is substantial because the fighting cost applies to all eight players (8 ×
$0.10 = $0.80, 53% of the resource value), and each player could potentially suffer this cost four times
each period, whereas they had only one opportunity to win a resource each period.
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60 Choosing Sides

order to examine bandwagon, egalitarian, alliance formation, and other contingent
strategies.

Alliance formation measure

For each ranking decision, we measure alliance formation as the correlation
between a participant’s ranking in period t and other players’ ranks of ego (the
participant themselves) in the previous period, t−1 (DeScioli and Kurzban 2009;
DeScioli et al. 2011). (The measure uses other players’ previous loyalties because
with simultaneous decisions, a player only observes others’ previous loyalties, not
current ones.) This metric varies from −1 to 1 with positive values indicating that
a participant supports players who support them, and negative values indicating
the opposite, the participant tends to support players who more frequently oppose
them.

Bandwagon and egalitarian measure

We measure bandwagon and egalitarian strategies as the correlation between a
participant’s rankings in period t and other players’ power in the previous period,
t−1. We calculate an individual’s power as the average rank of that player by other
players (excluding ego), which can vary from 1 (most power) to 7 (least power). This
measure varies from −1 to 1 in which positive values indicate bandwagon decisions
to support powerful individuals (those with high support from other players) and
negative values indicate egalitarian decisions to oppose powerful individuals.

Experimental Design and Hypotheses

In a 2 × 2 experimental design, we manipulate whether participants: (a) have
partial or full information about other players’ rankings (partial / full), and (b)
can send public chat messages (no-chat / chat). In each of the four treatments, we
had 48 participants (6 groups of 8), except due to miscounting we unintentionally
ran one additional group in the full-information, chat treatment so it had 56
participants. In the full-information treatment, participants observe a table of
loyalties showing all eight players’ rankings of everyone else in the previous period.
In the partial-information treatment, participants do not see the table and have
only partial information about loyalties from viewing the fights and fight history
(which were available in all treatments). This manipulation allows us to examine
how participants use additional information about others’ loyalties to choose their
own loyalties.

In the chat treatment, participants can send chat messages to the whole group
and view other players’ messages in the decision stage. We also added a reminder
to help participants remember while chatting to submit their new rankings before
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the stage ends.4 Participants in the chat treatment were told that they could send
any messages except information about their identities, threats, side payments,
or profanities; violations of these rules would disqualify them (no violations
occurred).

The alliance hypothesis predicts that participants will rank other individuals
according to how those individuals rank them. That is, values for the alliance
measure will be significantly greater than zero. The bandwagon hypothesis predicts
that participants will rank other individuals according to their overall power
in the group, and the egalitarian hypothesis predicts the opposite. Further,
each hypothesis predicts greater use of each strategy, respectively, with greater
information and communication. Finally, in the chat treatment the ability to
communicate widens the strategy space by allowing players to propose and discuss
agreements about their ranking decisions.

RESULTS

Alliance, Bandwagon, and Egalitarian Strategies in Periods 11–20

We first examine alliance formation in the second half of the experiment, periods
11–20, after participants had time to learn and interact. We aggregate the data
by averaging alliance values across periods 11–20 for each participant, and then
averaging these values across participants (Figure 1, panel A). The alliance measure
differs from zero in the full-information, no-chat treatment, t(47) = 7.36, p <

0.001, the full-information, chat treatment, t(55) = 6.81, p < 0.001, and the partial-
information, no-chat treatment, t(47) = 6.48, p < 0.001; it did not differ from zero
in the partial-information, chat treatment, t(47) = 0.40, p = 0.69. These findings
show that in three of the four treatments, participants’ loyalty rankings tracked
other players’ ranks of ego (their rank of the participant themselves) in the previous
period, whereas this did not occur in the partial-information, chat treatment.

We analyzed alliance values with a 2 (full/partial) × 2 (chat/no-chat) ANOVA
with averages at the individual level as the dependent variable. We found a
main effect of full information such that the table of loyalties increased alliance
formation, F(1, 196) = 25.19, p < 0.001. We found a main effect of chat, F(1,
196) = 9.20, p < 0.01, but importantly, chat reduced alliance formation. Last,
there was a marginally significant interaction, F(1, 196) = 3.38, p = 0.07. This
analysis indicates that full information about loyalties increased alliance formation,
while chat communication tended to suppress alliances particularly in the partial-
information treatment.

4The reminder for the chat treatment caused a software error that bypassed an error-checking function,
allowing a few participants to submit inadmissible rankings such as two rank 5 values. This occurred in
less than 1% of decisions and 0.2% of individual ranks and was not mentioned in participants’ chats or
comments, suggesting that it did not interfere with game play.
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Figure 1
Mean (SE) Values for Alliance (A) and Bandwagon/Egalitarian (B) Measures, Periods 11–20.
The alliance measure is the correlation between a participant’s ranking and others’ ranks of ego (the participant themselves). The
bandwagon/egalitarian measure is the positive/negative correlation between a participant’s ranking and others’ power based on others’
ranked loyalties.

We conducted the same analysis for bandwagon and egalitarian strategies in
periods 11–20 (Figure 1, panel B). These values did not differ from zero in
the full-information, no-chat treatment, t(47) = 0.23, p = 0.82, or the partial-
information, no-chat treatment, t(47) = 0.28, p = 0.78. Bandwagoning was greater
than zero in the full-information, chat condition, t(55) = 2.06, p < 0.05, and it
was marginally significantly less than zero (egalitarian) in the partial-information,
no-chat treatment, t(47) = 1.95, p = 0.057. A 2 × 2 ANOVA showed a main
effect of full information, F(1, 196) = 5.22, p < 0.05, no main effect of chat, F(1,
196) = 0.01, p = 0.95, and a significant interaction, F(1, 196) = 4.66, p = 0.03.
This interaction reflects that without chat, bandwagon values did not differ across
full and partial-information conditions, but with chat, participants leaned toward
bandwagoning when there was full information and egalitarian strategies when
there was partial information. In sum, in the groups without chat, we did not find
evidence for bandwagon or egalitarian strategies, but in groups with chat, there
was a trend toward bandwagoning when there was full-information about loyalties,
and an egalitarian effect when there was partial information. We further discuss the
effects of chat below.

Side-Taking Dynamics

We next examine the dynamics of side-taking strategies over time. Figure 2 (panel
A) shows alliance formation across all 20 periods. The data show alliances
increasing in early periods, presumably as participants learned and interacted.
To analyze dynamics, we estimate two GLS regression models with and without
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Figure 2
Mean Alliance (Panel A) and Bandwagon/Egalitarian (Panel B) Measures for All Periods

1–20.

time trends (Table 1). The dependent variable is Fisher’s z-transformation of
the alliance measure (which is recommended when the dependent variable is a
correlation coefficient).5 The independent variables are full information, chat, and
the interaction; to model learning effects we include 1/period and associated
interactions. To control for repeated measures and group effects, we include random
effects for participant, and we cluster standard errors at the group level (Fréchette
2012). We estimated an exponential rather than a linear trend for periods (with
1/period) since we expected that more learning occurs in early periods (see also
Figure 1).

The regression results are shown in Table 1 (columns 1 and 2). Both models show
a significant constant term, indicating that alliance values were greater than zero
when there was partial information with no chat. Both models show a negative
effect of chat, indicating that chat suppressed alliance formation. The effect of full
information did not differ from zero in the model without period effects (column
1), but the model with period effects (column 2) showed an interaction between full
information and 1/period; the negative coefficient indicates that full information
about loyalties increased alliances to a greater extent as periods progressed (because
1/period decreases as periods progress).

We conducted the same analysis for bandwagon and egalitarian measures
(Table 1, columns 3 and 4). Both models show that the constant term and

5We use the Fisher transformation, which is recommended because correlation coefficients are not
normally distributed. We also checked and found that the regression results are qualitatively unchanged
if we instead use the raw correlation coefficients.
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Table 1
GLS Regression Analysis of Ranking Decisions

Alliance Bandwagon/egalitarian

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Full information 0.220 0.371∗ 0.076 − 0.012
(0.127) (0.180) (0.086) (0.103)

Chat − 0.179∗ − 0.257∗ − 0.127 − 0.314
(0.079) (0.113) (0.201) (0.296)

Full information∗chat 0.058 0.051 0.221 0.462
(0.154) (0.226) (0.235) (0.338)

1/period − 0.564 − 0.052
(0.295) (0.104)

Full information∗1/Period − 1.141∗ 0.670∗
(0.482) (0.278)

Chat∗1/Period 0.593 1.413
(0.366) (0.732)

Full information∗chat∗1/period 0.055 − 1.820∗
(0.657) (0.856)

Constant 0.233∗∗ 0.308∗∗ 0.000 0.007
(0.052) (0.081) (0.045) (0.056)

Observations 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000
Wald Chi-Sq. 14.81 39.88 3.59 43.35

Note. Regression models of the alliance and bandwagon/egalitarian measures with and without period effects. Clustered standard errors
in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01.

treatment effects did not significantly differ from zero. However, the interactions
with 1/period show that as rounds progressed the treatments affected these values
in the directions as seen in Figures 1 and 2.

Finally, we conducted a similar analysis of dynamics except this time we treated
participants’ ranking decisions as falling into discrete strategy types, and then
examined the frequency of types over time. For this analysis, each ranking choice
was classified by whether it was most correlated with an alliance, bandwagon, or
egalitarian strategy, or else fit none of these categories. The full details and analysis
are presented in Appendix C. Briefly, the main results echo the analysis above,
particularly that full information about loyalties increased the frequency of alliance
formation and more so over time.

Best Friends and Enemies

We next explore which ranks were of particular focus in alliance formation. We use
mutual ranks (e.g., Alice ranks Betty as number 1 and vice versa) as an indicator
of a participant’s attention to alliances because a choosy alliance-builder will offer
their support in close proportion to how much support another player gives to
them. Figure 3 shows the percentage of ranks that were mutual for ranks 1 through
7, aggregating across the second half of the game (periods 11–20). Chance is 14.3%
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Percent Mutual for Each Rank Level, Periods 11–20.

mutual (1/7). Using chi square tests within each treatment, we found that the
percentage of the time that a player’s rank was mutual (yes/no) differed across
ranks 1–7 (all p’s < 0.001). As shown in Figure 3, rank 1 had the greatest percentage
of mutual ranks within each treatment. Moreover, full information increased the
overall percentage of mutual ranks in no-chat and chat conditions (chi square, p’s
< 0.001). Also notable, rank 7 showed greater mutual ranks in the full information
treatment both with and without chat (chi square, p’s < 0.001), with percentages
second only to rank 1, suggesting that greater loyalty information fostered mutual
enemies. In short, participants’ mutual ranks suggest that their alliance strategies
focused particularly on best friends (rank 1), and, when there was full information
about loyalties, the next priority was on enemies (rank 7).

Chat Messages and Their Consequences

We identified at least three strategies discussed by participants in chats. The first
strategy is when two players make a pact to support each other, which occurred in
half of the groups with chat. For instance, one participant wrote, “@Person B: I
will keep support you if you still help me,” and Person B responded, “ok, I got your
back H.” Participants also negotiated specific ranks such as “1 for 1?” “2 for 2?”
and “yo, F, I’ll put you 3rd if you put me in your top 4.” The second strategy is when
multiple individuals form a team and support each other over outsiders, which
was discussed in three of the thirteen groups with chat. For instance, a participant
wrote, “A, B, F? Wanna like team up?” Some players tried to form a team of five,
possibly realizing this was sufficient to always win against the remaining three. In
one group, player E wrote, “Attention DEFGH. Let’s make some money. Rank
each other highest,” and later, “good job DEFGH coalition.” In another group, a
player wrote, “OK, if we form a team of five and always support each other we will
come out well.”
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Mean Power Difference in Fights, Periods 11–20.
Power differences were averaged across all (28) possible fights per period in each group, and then averaged across the second half of the
game. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. The three groups with greater power differences used chat to implement rank rotation
schemes (see text).

The third strategy is rotating ranks in which all players choose the same rankings,
and then rotate ranks together each period, which was discussed in half of the
groups with chat. Some examples were “Let’s all basically support the same people.
Say EFGH for 4 rounds and then switch. We will minimize the losing costs,” and,
“If we all rank the same way, there will never be a tie. Then we just switch the order
next round,” and, “what if we all chose the same? and then shuffled every round?”
and, “we all just need to agree to do the same rankings every round. I’ll do abcdefgh
this round. And then rotate through the list,” and, “What if we all choose 4 people
to support this round? Then the other 4 we will support next round, then every
second round everyone will win 1.5.”

These rank rotation discussions show that participants were able to use public
communication to develop a novel side-taking strategy. We did not foresee
this possibility but it represents a clever strategy for coordination based on a
rotating schedule of ranks. More specifically, it fits theories about how groups
use coordination devices to resolve disagreements and conflicts (e.g., DeScioli and
Kurzban 2013; Van Vugt 2006).

To look more closely at the effects of rank rotation, we examined the average
power differences in fights. When players in a group agree on a common ranking,
they will choose the same side in fights, leading to larger power differences. At the
extremes, when bystanders always agree, fights are 7 vs. 1 with a power difference of
6, and when they maximally disagree, fights are 4 vs. 4, with a power difference of 0.
Figure 4 shows for all groups the mean power difference across all possible fights
in the group with 95% confidence intervals. Power differences were first averaged
across all (28) possible fights and then across periods in the second half of the game
(to allow time for learning and discussion). Three groups with chat stand out from
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the rest with greater average power differences, and their 95% confidence intervals
do not overlap with the other groups. These three groups discussed and agreed on
rank rotation schemes in the chat messages (chat treatments, groups 4, 6, and 11).
As a result, participants in these three groups reached close to full consensus about
their loyalties and side-taking, with an average power difference of ∼4.5, which
represents lopsided fights between 7 vs. 1 and 6 vs. 2.

DISCUSSION

Overall, we found that participants readily formed alliances even in the minimal,
abstract environment of the side-taking game. In the simplest treatments without
communication, participants aligned their rankings of loyalty with other players’
loyalties toward them. Moreover, when participants were provided with better
information in a table of loyalties, they increasingly formed alliances and more
so as periods progressed. In contrast, participants did not tend to support or
oppose powerful players who were supported by others. The results of these
treatments (without communication) show how people can quickly form alliances
when confronted by the problem of choosing sides in conflicts.

In the treatments with public communication, we observed a different pattern
of behavior. Chat communication tended to suppress alliances, particularly when
participants did not see the table of loyalties; in this partial-information, chat
treatment, participants showed a modest tendency toward egalitarian strategies.
Looking at the chat messages, we surprisingly saw that a few groups discussed and
implemented a collective rotation of ranks to even out rewards while avoiding costly
ties.

We think that people’s behavior in the basic side-taking game (without
communication) shows a natural proclivity for alliance formation. Participants
were depersonalized without names, identities, prior relationships, or previous
entrenched interests. Nonetheless, a relatively simple game consisting of pairwise
disputes and bystanders who choose sides was sufficient to quickly evoke alliance
formation within a few rounds of the game. Moreover, participants created not
only minimal groups (Tajfel and Turner 1979) with simple boundaries but rather
interlaced alliance networks of divided loyalties. To do so, they had to track
information about other players’ rankings in an unfamiliar context of a stylized
economic game. If people form alliances even in abstract games, we suggest that
these basic alliance motives are even more potent in real-world settings, such as
among citizens, legislators, and nations.

The fact that we saw less use of bandwagon and egalitarian strategies does not
necessarily mean that people do not pursue these strategies. Instead, it shows that
a minimal side-taking environment is not enough to elicit these behaviors. Indeed,
when participants could communicate with chat, some groups did show a form of
egalitarian behavior by rotating ranks to share the rewards. This was not the kind of
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egalitarian strategy that we anticipated but it is a form of turn-taking that tends to
equalize rewards. Moreover, participants’ rotation schemes represent an inventive
strategy in which players solve a coordination problem (in this case avoiding costly
ties) by synchronizing their decisions based on public messages (in this case the
agreed-upon schedule of rotating ranks).

Further, public communication suppressed alliance formation when there was
partial information about loyalties. This appears surprising at first because
communication is commonly thought to promote collusion. Importantly, however,
these communications were public and visible to everyone in the group. Hence,
a player who attempts to create an exclusive alliance runs the risk of offending
others and being dropped to the bottom of their loyalty rankings. If instead players
could chat privately, then their private messages might promote alliances, facilitate
egalitarian opposition to previous winners, or destabilize group-wide agreements.
We think this is an intriguing question for future research.6

Additionally, there are several other particularities of the present game, and the
current findings may be sensitive to these design choices. First, participants chose
sides by ranking all of the other players as opposed to choosing sides directly
in each fight. We used this strategy method (e.g., Brandts and Charness 2011)
so that we could observe a player’s relative loyalties to everyone instead of only
two fighters at a time. However, this might have altered participants’ choices, for
instance if it was more difficult to foresee the implications of their ranking decisions.
Second, participants had to choose sides, and they were unable to opt out of a
conflict. This feature helped to simplify participants’ decisions for analysis; it is
also designed to capture situations where the costs of opting out are prohibitive,
such as when both fighters would retaliate against a bystander who abandoned
them. But in many conflicts, a player can choose to opt out and this is often the
best strategy; moreover, the possibility of opting out might alter how people pursue
alliances and other side-taking strategies. We think this is an important direction for
future work.

More generally, future research can study how additional social elements tend to
evoke, amplify, or suppress different side-taking strategies. For instance, presenting
a list of all players’ cumulative earnings might facilitate egalitarian strategies. Or,
increasing the fighting cost might cause participants to bandwagon to coordinate
their decisions (Van Vugt 2006). Ultimately, this research can help illuminate
how people manage their divided loyalties. It can also provide clues about how
institutions that reveal loyalties could affect the way people choose sides, along
with the distribution of rewards and the propensity for escalated conflict.

6We thank an anonymous reviewer for raising this point.
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